IT HAS BEEN 1 YEAR SINCE THE SUPREME COURT OVERTURNEd ROE V. WADE.

From unregulated disinformation to mishandling user data, the companies that govern our digital spaces have played a major role in why people seeking abortion care experience significant harm. There’s a lot to fight against and even more to fight for. At Kairos, we are fighting for a world where technology supports reproductive justice. This illustration represents just that: emerging from these current conditions of harm into a bright future where we all have the right to self determination.

Getting to our bright future requires imagination and vision. In June, we ran teach-ins with folks from state and national based organizations about tech’s impact on abortion care. To end each of those sessions we envisioned what a world could look like if technology supported reproductive justice. Here’s just some of what participants said:

- Reliable sources are the top of search engines instead of ads
- Privacy by default. Users are in control of their own data and it’s not confusing to delete our information
- We wouldn’t have to be on the defensive when it comes to digital security
- Tech companies would pledge noncooperation with state laws that try prosecute users for seeking reproductive care info
- We would feel safe online

This is a long-term fight. We don’t do this work alone, and we are so grateful to work alongside the following organizations that support, advocate, and organize for reproductive justice:

1. ACCOUNTABLE TECH
2. FIGHT FOR THE FUTURE
3. I NEEDANA
4. ULTRAVIOLET

If you’re looking to learn more check out our 2022 report here and our 2023 update + resources.

Until tech works for all,
Jelani Drew-Davi & Nicole Sugerman
Kairos Campaigns Team